SAP BPC 10.x Reporting Training

CLICK HERE TO REQUEST OUR TRAINING AGENDA AND LEARN MORE

The Bluetree training sessions are designed to enhance users learning experience by not only
demonstrating how to use the software but also provide experience of how it has been used in reallife scenarios.
This course offers a comprehensive toolbox for building dynamic reports and input forms using the
EPM Add-in for Excel.
Comprised of presentations, demonstrations, and hands-on workshops. Presentations explore key
concepts and provide clear instructions, while live demonstrations and hands-on exercises allow
users to immerse themselves in the software.
Applicable to both the Microsoft and NetWeaver platforms for BPC 10.x

AUCKLAND
May 29th – 30th
Level 27 Pwc Tower
188 Quay St
Auckland, 1010

Knowledgeable and confident users are essential to the success of an implementation, as well as the
key to any organisation’s ability to recognise significant value from their investment. The EPM Addin for Excel interface provides users with powerful tools for creating dynamic reports and input
forms; however, its potential can go unrealised if users do not have the skills to fully utilise it.
Bluetree’s interactive two-day, BPC 10.x Reporting training provides users with a
comprehensive toolbox for building dynamic reports and input forms in the EPM Add-in for
Excel. Our training begins with basic reporting considerations and moves onto advanced
reporting topics. Once equipped with the tools to efficiently use the EPM Add-in, users will be
able to spend less time manipulating data and more time analysing it.
This packed course covers everything from key terminology to a detailed review of the Report Editor
functionality. It then delves into more advanced topics such as adding powerful calculations to reports
and input forms, using EPM Functions, the dynamic EPM Formatting Sheet, and much more.

Courseware comprises of presentations, demonstrations and hands-on workshops over two
full days:
Presentations explore key concepts and provide clear instructions, while
live demonstrations offer real world scenarios.
Our engaging hands-on workshops also allow students to experiment and build multiple
reports and input forms in a real BPC environment to directly apply what they’re learning.
Supporting documentation and course materials have been compiled from years of
proven field experience implementing and improving BPC solutions and is provided in soft
copy to all attendees.

Attendees are typically BPC Administrators, Power Users or Reporting users; however, no
prior experience with the EPM Add-in for Excel is required.
BPC 10.x Reporting Training is NZD 2,600 per person. Course materials and lunches are included
in the price.
Please contact us to request agenda, register or for more information: web@bluetree.co.nz

